
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His _____________ hair escaped on either side of his face from under a
black velvet cap which closely fitted his head and made a formal setting for
his countenance.

1.

(long/white)

long white

Paul's reply includes _____________ topics.2. (many/other)many other

He had met ______________ Socialists in the fighting.3. (many/German)many German

But his _________________ chapel stood farther back in the fringe of the
wood.
4.

(particular/own)
own particular

Meanwhile I revolved ___________ thoughts in my mind.5. (many/new)many new

The bow was in its ______________ compartment.6. (special/own)own special

And is it any kindness or reverence to woman, to educate her for such an
inevitable destiny by a life of ____________________ delicacy and
incapacity?

7.

(complete/physical)
complete physical

We left Pitt in the zenith of prosperity and glory, the idol of England, the
terror of France, the admiration of the __________________ world.
8.

(civilized/whole)
whole civilized

In this quest we ran across our _________________ discouragement.9.
(definite/first)

first definite

She started, and looked into his face steadfastly, while a
_________________ shot into her own.
10.

(scarlet/bright)bright scarlet

His principal occupation was the practice of a _____________ arts in
warfare and the chase.
11.

(simple/few)
few simple

The _____________ Princess seemed overwhelmed by the position.12.
(poor/young)

poor young

Presently he saw that he was approaching a ___________ hole in the
bank, just above his head, and as the stream bore him past he reached up
with a paw and caught hold of the edge and held on.

13.

(dark/big)

big dark
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The house was furnished, soon after it was completed, with
_____________ articles made in London from a rare wood just then come
into fashion, not so rare now, and commonly known as mahogany.

14.

(many/heavy)

many heavy

He had two rooms in the second and third stories of this _____________
building: his study in the second, his sleeping-room in the one above it.
15.

(old/wooden)

old wooden

The interior was lit up with thousands and thousands of candles, and his
wife was dressed in cloth of gold and was sitting on a much higher throne,
and she wore three _______________ crowns.

16.

(great/golden)great golden

Judy's _____________ face turned pale.17. (little/own)own little

After witnessing that most inhuman scene, and seeing they were
insensible to the cries and lamentations of so _______________ beings, I felt
my heart bursting with sorrow.

18.

(unhappy/many)
many unhappy

At all events, a definite decision will be reached during the ___________
years.
19.

(next/few)
next few

If she were really mad, this demeanor would not hurt her, and if she were
not mad it was the ______________ conduct to be observed toward her, as
any other must be equally cruel and offensive.

20.

(proper/only)
only proper
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